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Abstract The electronic health record (EHR) enabled the
cost-efficient handling and processing of health information. By storing medical documents in digitized form, the
EHR ensures the fast and reliable availability of health information. However, as not all health care providers use the
same EHR format and health document structures, the efficiency of the data sharing process is severely reduced. In
this paper we present a rule-based transformation system
that converts semi-structured (annotated) text into standardized formats, such as HL7 CDA. Our approach identifies
relevant information in the input document by analyzing its
structure as well as its content and inserts the required elements into corresponding reusable CDA templates, where
the templates are selected according to the CDA document
type-specific requirements. The research results enable the
efficient transformation of various EHR structures into a
standardized format and therefore contribute to increasing
the data sharing efficiency across health care providers.
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1 Introduction
Health care is no longer solely tasked with simply curing
sick people. The increase in knowledge, advancements in
medical techniques and the overall quality of diagnostics
have led to a massive increase in information processing and storage demands. Managing the vast amounts of
information produced nowadays is one of the main challenges of today’s health care. As in virtually all domains
these days, information and communication technologies
(ICTs) have found its way into health care to manage
the ever growing quantities of data. E-health denotes the
application of ICTs to support medical workflows and to
improve the communication between health care providers.
Interconnected systems, such as electronic health records
(EHR), are aimed to enhance the data processing facilities while keeping the costs at a controlled level [2].
Initiatives like ‘Integrating the Healthcare Enterprises’ [13]
have published communication standards to harmonize data
exchanging and sharing mechanisms to ultimately improve
patient care.
However, truth is that although specialized medical
data processing systems, especially image processing systems, are highly advanced and effective, organizational and
administrative systems lack well behind their potential capabilities. Today’s ICT environment in medical facilities is
characterized by numerous legacy systems and isolated
applications including hospital information systems. Textual information is stored in different data formats, which
complicates data sharing between different systems. Furthermore, many digitized documents, such as discharge
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letters, clinical notes, or medical histories, are in narrative
form making automated data processing much more difficult. The XML-based Health Level 7 Clinical Documents
Architecture (HL7 CDA [12]) provides a common standard
for representing medical information in a structured way.
CDA documents separate administrative information and
the actual medical content into header and body sections.
This separation between administrative and medical sections facilitates privacy-preserving storage and data sharing
mechanisms, such as pseudonymization (cf. [17]). The difficulty in creating CDA documents is to extract the relevant
information from the unstructured documents of different
data formats of the legacy systems, to convert it, and to
insert it into the corresponding sections of CDA.
This article presents a simple yet effective rule-based
transformation system to automatically convert semistructured narrative medical texts (i.e., annotated input
strings) into CDA-conforming documents by identifying
relevant information and inserting it into composable CDA
templates. Both transformation rules and CDA templates
are structured in XML and are separated from each other
in order to support different document type-specific sets
of rules to be applied to the same templates, depending
on the input string’s semantic structure. The rules’ syntax
allows non-technical domain experts with minimum XML
knowledge to design complex extraction conditions, while
the separation of the rules from the CDA templates also
facilitates reusability. Due to its modularity, the system can
be combined with different annotation engines, such as the
GATE framework (cf. [4]).

2 Background
Information extraction (IE) is a sub-domain of the natural
language processing (NLP) discipline and is tasked with
the automated extraction of structured information from
unstructured sources [19]. IE is closely related to information retrieval (IR), but IR’s goal is to return documents
as a result of a search whereas IE returns information
or facts [16]. A typical IE system has two objectives: (i)
identifying and annotating potentially relevant information
in the narrative input text and (ii) the actual extraction
and transformation of the desired information into the target form. The annotation task usually involves multiple
pre-processing steps including tokenization, part-of-speech
tagging, or parsers for boundary and named-entity recognition which are executed in a pipeline where the output
of the former step is used as input for the next step to
improve the quality of the overall result. Existing work
largely does not distinguish entity recognition or annotation and actual information extraction. Text processing steps
are composed into adaptable annotation frameworks, such
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as GATE [4], C-PANKOW [3] or UIMA [5] which provide
their different processing functionality such as tokenization or whitespace identification through special plug-ins.
IE systems can be categorized into two fundamentally different types [1]: (i) the Knowledge Engineering Approach
with hand-made rules written by domain experts to identify and correctly mark the relevant information entities,
and (ii) the Automatic Training Approach where the system
creates the rules itself by analyzing manually pre-labeled
(annotated) training corpora. There has been an ongoing debate on which of these approaches performs better
[1, 19]: Knowledge engineering-based systems tend to produce good results very fast, especially when training data
are tedious and costly to acquire. They also excel when the
annotation and extraction specifications are likely to change
in a foreseeable way (e.g., when the layout of documents
are updated). The big downside of hand-crafted rules is the
actual work to define them. Creating accurate rules often
relies on an iterative testing and adapting process. Trainingbased systems relieve the domain expert from this manual
rule-creation work, which means that no (potentially) complex rule formalisms need to be learned. But in essence,
automatic training-based systems shift the workload from
creating the rules to annotating the training corpora. To produce reasonably good results, these systems require a large
number of manually annotated documents. Thus, to select
the adequate system for a particular IE problem, it highly
depends on the availability of training data and their structure, the technical expertise of domain experts, as well as
the structural and lexical properties of the document base.
IE systems have been applied in a multitude of applications including enterprise applications, scientific purposes,
or web-based systems [19]. Although originally developed
outside the biomedical and clinical area, information extraction has since been adapted to the medical domain as well.
One of the first systems developed and successfully used
was the often cited MedLEE system [7, 8], an NLP system to identify radiology information in narrative text to
be mapped to a structured representation containing clinical terms. Some other work dealing with radiology reports
include [11] or more recently [6]. Information extraction
methods were also applied in the clinical domain in other
contexts including discharge summaries, e.g., [20], [14], and
[25], either for extracting generic information or for special
purpose such as extracting ICD codes [26]. Another popular application area of information extraction in the clinical
context involves the automated de-identification of medical
documents for secondary use. Exemplary work include the
identification of names only [21], systems based on GATE
[10] or MedLEE [15], or systems specifically tailored for a
particular language, such as French [9] or Swedish [23].
Unlike these approaches, this work focuses on the automated transformation of medical documents into the HL7
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(Version 3) Clinical Document Architecture [12] format,
although the system can be easily adapted to transform
information to any XML-based document format. The transformation process includes the automated extraction of
relevant text passages and entities and the insertion into
CDA-conforming XML documents. CDA documents are
organized into header sections, containing administrative
data, such as the patient’s name and address encapsulated
into mandatory XML blocks, and more flexible body sections with the actual medical data. Depending on the CDA
level (1 to 3), this content is organized in raising granularity: While level 1 contains largely free narrative text
blocks only, the narrative blocks are extended with specially
encoded machine-readable sections in level 3 documents.
Codes are taken from established standards in the clinical
domain, such as the Logical Observation Identifiers Names
and Codes [18] and International Statistical Classification
of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD Version 10
[24]). Considering a typical discharge letter, we identified
the following requirements for a document transformation
system (examples in parenthesis):
–
–
–
–
–
–

Identification and extraction of single named-entities
(names, locations).
Distinction between different instances of the same
entity class (patient name vs. health professional name).
Composition of entities (social security number with
birth date).
Limited sections of text blocks (ICD codes).
Complete text blocks (diagnosis).
Multiple successive text blocks (medical history
extending over multiple paragraphs).

3 Transformation of semi-structured textual
information
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–

–

The transformation methodology relies on annotation
engines to provide annotated semi-structured input strings.
As a precondition, the string needs to be (i) partitioned
into semantically-contained text blocks, such as paragraphs (section boundaries identification) and (ii) annotated
with pre-specified entity classes including names or dates
(named-entity recognition). Our prototype accepts input
strings structured as XML documents where the text blocks
are surrounded with <p> tags. Each text block in turn
can have multiple named-entities, again annotated with
XML tags (e.g., <a firstname>1 ). The document templates
are organized into logical CDA sections (recordTarget,
author, diagnosis, etc.) and contain the static text body (predefined) and references where the extracted information
should be inserted into. Templates are selected and composed depending on the document types (discharge letter,
lab results, etc.). Each of the templates is assigned one or
more rules which are expressed in XML as well and contain sub-rules for each entity-of-interest in each template.
Multiple rules for a single template account for different
document subtypes (e.g., layout changes of discharge letter
in the course of time).
The transformation process is sketched in Fig. 1:
1. Identification of the document (sub)type and selection
of the appropriate rules and templates.
2. For each template:
(a) Identification of the region-of-interest (one or
more paragraphs) using region structure (combination of annotations) and/or content (regular
expression) information as decision tools.
(b) Extraction of the actual content-of-interest from
the region-of-interest using either region structure or content information as filters.
(c) Insertion of the content-of-interest into the corresponding sections in the template.
(d) Continuation with the next template until all
templates and corresponding rules are processed.

In this paper, we present a rule-based transformation
methodology for converting medical information extracted
from semi-structured texts into CDA-conforming documents with the following characteristics:
–

–

–

Using a rule-based approach to exploit the similarity
of medical documents (e.g., discharge letters almost
always contain sections including diagnosis, reason
for visit, procedures, etc. separated into logical units,
such as paragraphs) making writing rules easier
and, thus, achieving results faster without a large
training set.
Separating annotation from actual transformation to
benefit from different annotation engines, such as
GATE, C-PANKOW, or UIMA.
Separating transformation rules from target document
templates to facilitate template reuse when adapting

rules to a different document set (e.g., different layouts
of medical records depending on the creation date).
Designing the transformation rules’ syntax and semantics to allow non-technical domain specialists the development of sophisticated rules covering all requirements
without learning complex formalisms (e.g., XSLT combined with complex XPath expressions).
Using both structural and content-related knowledge to
formulate the rules.

3. Composition of the templates into a full CDA
document.
1 ‘a’

for annotation to distinguish these tags from any pre-existing tags
in the source input string
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Fig. 1 Transformation process

In the following, templates and rules, their semantics, and
text processing effects are described in detail. As the syntax
is XML-based, both templates and rules must conform to
XML schema definitions. For better overview, the template
and rule structures are represented as figures with boxes as
XML elements (nodes), where element attributes are shown
below and element text content on the right. Parent/child
relationships of the nodes are expressed by connecting lines
with cardinality indicators, extended with sequence/choice
bars if applicable.

Fig. 2 Template structure

3.1 Templates
A template represents a building block (e.g., diagnostic section) that needs to be filled with the extracted information
and combined with other templates to form the complete
CDA document. Each <template> (see Fig. 2) has a unique
‘ID’ and contains the <itemList> and <content> sections.
While <content> contains the static text building blocks
with empty sections that need to be filled with information
extracted from the input string, <itemList> contains a set
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of <itemPath> elements corresponding to each empty field
in the <content> section. An <itemPath> definition has
an ID, optional prefixes and suffixes (i.e., static text that is
added to the extracted information like area codes), and an
indicator whether the particular field is optional or not (e.g.,
patient names are mandatory while telecom values are not).
The XPath expression specifies the field’s location in the
<content> section.
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–

3.2 Rules
–
A rule encodes the information of how to identify (regionof-interest) and extract the relevant entities (content-ofinterest) from the source input string. Each <rule> (see
Fig. 3) must correspond to a particular template indicated by
the ‘targetTemplate’ attribute. The other attribute defines a
document subtype for which the rule is applicable (e.g., discharge letters from different wards within a hospital). Each
rule contains one or more <region> nodes representing
the regions-of-interest (i.e., paragraphs) where the <conditions> section denotes the structural and content-related
conditions for finding the correct region and <contentMapping> the actual content that needs to be extracted from the
region(s) and inserted into the corresponding parts of the
CDA templates.
The region’s ‘nodeType’ attribute defines different ways
of how to find the particular nodes, (i.e., paragraphs in the
input string) of the regions-of-interest. Depending on ‘nodeType’, a different set of child <(begin/end)nodeCondition>
elements is necessary in the <conditions> section (see
Fig. 4). Types, required children in the <conditions> section, and purposes are as follows:
–

The ‘single’ type states that the region consists of a
single paragraph only and, thus, requires only a single

Fig. 3 Rule structure

–

<nodeCondition> element. It is used to get a node
where its composition is known relatively well.
The ‘singleSelected’ type states that the region consists
of multiple paragraphs that do not necessarily occur in
immediate succession in the source input string. Only a
single node per node condition is returned. It requires
two or more <nodeCondition> elements and is used to
get multiple nodes where each node condition refers to
a single node and the nodes’ compositions are known
relatively well.
The ‘multiSelected’ type states that the region consists of all nodes matching any node condition and
requires one or more <nodeCondition> elements. It is
used to get multiple nodes where the nodes may contain any known regular expression keywords and/or tags
(see below).
The ‘multiContinuous’ type states that the region contains all nodes between a beginning node, <beginNodeCondition>, and an ending node, <endNodeCondition>. The ‘conditionType’ attribute determines whether the begin/end nodes are included in the region or
not. The ‘multiContinuous’ type is used to get all nodes
within two known boundaries.

The <nodeCondition> element contains either a <targetRegexList> or a <targetTags> element, or both. The
former describes a condition on the paragraph’s content,
while the latter states the set of required XML tags, i.e.,
annotations within the paragraph. The <targetRegexList>
contains one or more <targetRegex> elements with the
actual regular expression as text value. The attributes ‘linkingType’ and ‘conditionType’ indicate how the individual
regular expressions are linked (and/or) and whether the particular regular expression must or must not yield a match
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Fig. 4 Rule - conditions
structure

in the paragraph’s text in order to be part of the regionof-interest (include/exclude). Similarly, <targetTags> contains one or more annotations defined as <targetElement>
and tag name as text values which have to be occurring either in a particular sequence or in any sequence
(tagType). The ‘tagComplete’ attribute defines if the paragraph must not contain any additional annotation other
than those of <targetElement>, while ‘occurrence’ states
the desired occurrence of the annotation combination (e.g.,
occurrence = 2 matches the second paragraph with the
particular annotation combination).
Apart from the ‘conditionType’ as attributes (explained
further above), <beginNodeCondition> and <endNodeCondition> are composed just like the <nodeCondition>
elements (Fig. 5) .
While <conditions> indicate the conditions under which
the paragraphs belong to the region-of-interest of the current rule, <contentMapping> defines what information to
actually extract from the region-of-interest. The section
contains one or more <mapping> elements. The attribute
‘ID’ indicates where to insert the extracted information into
the templates (matching the <itemPath> ‘ID’ attribute),

while ‘mapType’ defines how to extract the information,
defined as follows:
–

–

–

The ‘singleElement’ type represents a 1:1 mapping of
an annotation tag’s content (determined by tag name
and its ‘occurrence’ within the region-of-interest, e.g.,
second occurrence of <a firstName> as the patient’s
first name) to a particular section within the CDA
template. Optionally, the content can be filtered by a
regular expression or be composed of the annotation
tag’s attributes instead of the text content (indicated by
one or more <targetAttribute> elements).
The ‘composedElement’ type represents a content
written into the CDA template composed of multiple annotated <targetElement> tags, separated by a
‘separator’ (default is an empty string), e.g. the composition of the Austrian 10-digit social security number
using the 4-digit version combined with the person’s
birth date. The <targetElement> elements again can be
filtered by regular expressions or attribute values.
The ‘fullContent’ type simply refers to extracting
the whole content of the region-of-interest into the
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Fig. 5 Rule - content mapping structure

corresponding section of the CDA template. It can
(optionally) be filtered by a single <targetRegex>.
An example for ‘fullContent’ is to copy the complete narrative paragraph of a diagnosis to the CDA

–

template, while it may be filtered to extract only the
ICD codes.
The ‘multiContent’ type refers to multiple elements
within the region-of-interest and inserted into the CDA
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template separated by a default grouping tag,2 unless
otherwise specified. The content can be filtered either
by a <targetRegexList> or by <targetTags>. The
<targetRegexList> contains a set of one or more
<targetRegex> elements with attributes ‘encounterType’ and ‘groupingTag’. The former attribute distinguishes between extracting either only the first regular expression-matching string or all matching strings
within the region-of-interest, while the optional latter attribute overrides the default grouping tag with an
alternative one for each individual regular expression.
<targetTags> contains the set of <targetElement> tags
whose contents are to be extracted. The ‘includeTag’
attribute indicates whether the elements’ original tags
should be copied to the template too (in this case,
the default grouping tag is replaced with the original
one). The optional attribute ‘renameTagTo’ allows to
individually rename the tag to an arbitrary one for each
<targetElement>. Both <targetTags> and <targetRegexList> have their uses, e.g., to extract ICD codes
from a diagnostic text spanning over multiple paragraphs, depending on how these are annotated by the
annotation engine: If they are already annotated, <targetTags> can be used to extract them with potentially
renaming the annotation tags with arbitrary ones matching the CDA standard. If the annotation engine is not
able to annotate them, <targetRegexList> may contain
the regular expressions to extract them (in this case with
encounter Type = all), again with an optional renamed
grouping tag.
All mapping sections can have an additional and optional
<replacement> section which contain <valuePair> elements. These refer to text elements (‘source’) that should
be replaced with another text (‘value’), e.g., if the word
‘female’ is encountered within a <gender> tag, it should
be replaced with ‘F’ before being inserted into the patient
template of the CDA header section.
3.3 Algorithm
The core of the transformation process is the algorithm
to identify the regions-of-interest, followed by the extraction of the content-of-interest. For the sake of clarity, we
focus here on the condition and mapping types. For details
on handling <targetTags> and <targetRegex> elements,
please refer to the previous section. The overall procedure
is depicted in algorithm 1.
The process consists of identifying and loading the correct rules and templates (lines 1–3), iterating all rules and
applying the conditions and content mappings (lines 4–10),
this is only used in CDA body templates, we simply use <paragraph> here.

2 As

composing the filled templates to a full CDA document and
validating the document for missing sections (lines 11–17).
A more in depth view of the ‘Apply Conditions’ operation is depicted in algorithm 2. It distinguishes between
different node types (cf. Section 3.2): ‘single’ looks
for the first paragraph (i.e., section in the source document enclosed in <p> tags) which matches the tag
and/or regex condition (lines 1–8); ‘singleSelected’ returns
all matching paragraphs per each node tag/regex condition (lines 9–16); ‘multiSelected’ in turn yields all paragraphs that match any tag/regex conditions within the
current rule (lines 17–24), while ‘multiContinous’ first
searches for the begin node, then for the end node (in
the remaining paragraphs) by their corresponding tag/regex
conditions and marks all paragraphs between them (optionally including them) as region-of-interest (lines 25–38).
How the content mappings are applied is shown in
algorithm 3. Depending on the ‘mapType’ the content-ofinterest is extracted differently from the region-of-interest:
‘single’ simply extracts the tag content (possibly filtered by
regex, lines 1–5), while ‘composed’ combines multiple tag
contents to a single element in the order defined by the mapping conditions’ order (lines 6–10); ‘fullContent’ in turn
simply selects the whole content of the region-of-interest
(possibly filtered) as content-of-interest (lines 11–14), and
finally ‘multiContent’ allows combining multiple sections
in the region-of-interest, possibly filtered either by tags
or regex, with predefined grouping tags to a single CDA
section entry.
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4 Example
In this section, a practical example of a transformation
process is given where a patient’s name and address are
extracted from a digitized and annotated medical discharge letter (source input string). The input string is
formatted as XML document with paragraphs represented
as enclosing <p> tags. Furthermore, the source document is also extended with pre-specified tags including <a title> for academic title, <a firstName> for first
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Fig. 6 Example source document (excerpt)

Fig. 7 CDA header section: patientRole
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names, <a lastName> for last names, <a date> for dates,
and so on, by a dedicated annotation engine. An excerpt
of the source document is shown in Fig. 6. Note that the
annotation engine only adds annotations while leaving the
document structure as it is (line breaks, spaces, etc.).
The target template, i.e., the ‘recordTarget’ header section of the CDA document, is shown in Fig. 7 and consists
of the static segment specified by the CDA document standard with empty attribute/element sections (lower part) and
the corresponding <itemPath> elements with the identifiers
and XPath expressions (upper section). For example, the
item ‘nameGiven’ has to be inserted into the empty element
‘/recordTarget/patientRole/patient/name/given’.
The rule, or more specifically, the particular region
that is responsible for the patient’s name and address is
depicted in Fig. 8: The <region> is of ‘multiContinuous’
type where the <conditions> section contains the specifications for the nodes beginning and ending the region-ofinterest. For the beginning node, the particular paragraph
has to include either the text segment ‘born on’ or ‘date
of birth’, as well as contain both tags <a lastName> and
<a date>. The attribute ‘tagComplete’ = ‘false’ denotes
that other tags are allowed within this paragraph. Returning to the source document (Fig. 6), the second paragraph
matches this condition, as the first misses out the two regex
and does not include the <a date> tag either. Due to their
common occurrence in medical documents, especially the
use of keywords such as ‘born on’ in combination with tags
is useful in solving the name disambiguity problem (e.g.
patient’s name vs physician’s name) and distinguishing otherwise similar sections. The second condition in the rule for
the ending node consists of the single regex keyword ‘Diagnosis:’ which matches the fourth paragraph in the source
document, thus the region-of-interest includes the second
and third paragraphs (‘conditionType’ = ‘exclude’ prevents
the inclusion of the fourth paragraph in this list).
The actual content mapping involves only a simple
extraction of tag contents (‘mapType’ = ‘singleElement’)
for the first/last names and address components without any
regex filtering and insertion into the template.
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Fig. 8 A region section of a rule matching the ‘recordTarget’ template

summaries to machine-readable text strings and an annotation module based on GATE4 to extend the simple text
string with annotations of PHI elements, i.e., Personal
Health Information including names, addresses, and other
patient-identifying information [22].
For the sake of this evaluation, we focus on examining
the following CDA document segments:
–

5 Case study and extensions
We have developed a prototype written in Java as part of
a system to automatically convert archived and digitized
paper-based discharge summaries into the CDA document
standard to be used as research knowledge base. Apart
from the transformation module, the system consists of
a Tesseract-based OCR (Optical Character Recognition)
module3 for converting scanned images of the discharge
3 http://code.google.com/p/tesseract-ocr/

–

Header (normalized sections): recordTarget (patient’s
personal information), author (usually the treating
physician), informationRecipient (physician receiving
the discharge summary).
Body: reason for visit (incidents, problems), diagnosis (results and outcome), procedures (medications and
treatments), plan of care (recommended medications).

We investigated 100 documents from two different wards
(internal medicine and surgery) of the same hospital.
Although from the same hospital, the layouts of the documents differed in multiple aspects. This resulted in the
4 http://gate.ac.uk/
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need for different rule sets for each layout. These rule sets
only required localized changes to factor in, e.g., modified
patient blocks. Thus, the majority of the rule elements could
be reused.
Table 1 illustrates the evaluation results. As the main
performance indicator of the transformation process is how
well the regions-of-interest are identified, we opted to not
evaluate the f-measure for all entity classes (first name,
last name, house number, etc.) individually. Instead, we
focused on tracking the number of incomplete or erroneous
CDA document blocks (segments), i.e., if a particular block
missed a single entity, it was regarded as erroneous due
to incorrectly identified regions-of-interest. The evaluation
showed a significantly higher percentage of total errors in
the CDA header blocks (24 %, 17 %, 34 %) than in the
CDA body blocks (2 %, 3 %, 9 %, 14 %), although at a
different ‘granularity’. Usually body blocks were filled by
simply copying whole paragraphs (regions-of-interest) into
the corresponding sections, thus, errors resulted in empty
templates. CDA header sections, however, required the
extraction of particular named-entities only, which means
that the logged errors were the result of a single or two
missing elements, such as a last name or street name in an
address block.
An in-depth analysis of the errors revealed the causes: As
can be seen in Table 1, we classified the errors into OCR
(errors due to incorrectly identified characters and thus misspelled words or incorrectly identified text blocks), annotation (incorrectly annotated or missing named-entities),
and actual errors due to limitations of the transformation
system. Furthermore, some elements were simply missing in the source documents (informationRecipient, plan of
care). The predominant OCR errors in the recordTarget and
author sections were the result of misspelled first/last names
(interfering written signatures and greyed background boxes
in the source document), which were in turn not annotated and, thus, not identified by the transformation system.
While the CDA header rules were largely composed of tagspecific conditions, the CDA body blocks relied on static

Table 1 Evaluation results

recordTarget
author
informationRecipient
reason
diagnosis
procedures
plan

Total

OCR

Annot.

24
17
34
2
3
9
14

12
12
1
2
3
3
1

11
4
10
0
0
0
0

Transf.
1
1
1
0
0
6
3

Not in doc.
0
0
22
0
0
0
10

known keywords (e.g., ‘Current Status’), which facilitated
the correct identification of those regions-of-interest.
The analysis of the remaining errors in the CDA
body sections revealed the limitations of the transformation
system: The nine missing entries for procedures and plan
occurred due to an incomplete keyword set. Other problems
occurred when handling unexpected changes, such as keywords (‘to be sent to’) left out in the source document or
structural variations (document author cited at the beginning of the document instead of at the end). In general, the
better the quality of the OCR and annotation results, the
better is the performance of the transformation system. The
option to use either or both the source document’s structure (annotation tags) and content (regular expression) to
identify the intended regions-of-interest allows to adapt the
transformation system to different annotation engines with
varying annotation quality (e.g., compensating for missing
annotation classes).
Realizing these limitations, especially the information missing in the source documents in the first place,
we extended the transformation system to make use of
additional information sources. This also included the creation of explicit rule sections for these additional sources,
including:
–
–
–
–

<documentSource>: original annotated input string as
source
<metaSource>: health document metadata provided by
the document archive system
<externalSource>: external information source such as
external databases, hospital information systems, etc.
<fixedSource>: static information valid for all documents of a particular type

The structure of the three new sections is very similar
to that of the <documentSource> with the exception that
no regions exist but only mapping elements. Health metadata documents were persisted along with the paper-based
health documents in the archive and contain administrative information such as the patient’s name, social security
number, and the treating physician, in a simple key/value
pair structure. These administrative data were particularly
helpful in completing and verifying the results of namedentities in the header section. The <externalSource> refers
to an interface that interacts with information providers
such as external databases or hospital information systems.
Thus the rule elements of the <externalSource> section
exhibit a (database) query-like structure with query parameters. Finally, the <fixedSource> simply refers to some basic
information that remains static for a specified set of documents such as all discharge letters from a particular hospital
ward. In that case, administrative data such as the hospital’s address, the ward’s identifier, and telephone numbers
are obviously alike for all documents.
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6 Conclusion
The differences in todays’ health document formats considerably reduce the efficiency of data sharing. The HL7
CDA provides a standardized framework to represent multiple document types including radiology results or discharge
summaries. This work presented a rule-based transformation system to automatically convert semi-structured source
documents into the CDA standard. It is designed to (i)
focus on the actual transformation process to be combinable with different annotation engines, (ii) facilitate the rule
creation process for non-technical domain specialists without learning complex formalisms, and (iii) make use of
both structural and content-related knowledge to formulate
the rules. Further work includes the extension of the rule
system to allow for more powerful rule conditions, the introduction of pre-specified referenceable utility-functions to
further simplify the rule specifications, and the evaluation
with different annotation engines.
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